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RhineRhineRhineRhine

Study area

1 Rotterdam subsurface Rhine delta

2 Drowning river mouth   8500-7500 yr ago

3 Sedimentation delta apex last 2500 yr
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RHINE PALEOVALLEY

Last Glacial, until ~10.000 yr ago

VALLEY SHOULDER

VALLEY SHOULDER

Study area PhD project ‘From valley to Estuary – Early-Middle Holocene Transgression Rhine Mouth’

Hijma (2009); Hijma et al. 2009; 2010; Hijma & Cohen 2010; subm.                      Utrecht University , Deltares, TNO Geol Surv. NL
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North Levee 
Rhine-Meuse 

distributary

~ 8700 cal yr BPFluvial residual chan. fill

South Levee 

Eolian sand, ~9200 cal yr BP 
(~2-m thick sandsheet in-between more distinct dunes)

-16 m-16 m
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Hijma et al. 2009
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Hijma & Cohen (2010)

4 m in 200 yrs
Of which 

2 m ‘instantaneous’

Mapping, Sectioning, Dating

Sea level rise reconstruction

Immediate sedimentary response

Aftermath sedimentary response

Hijma &  Cohen (subm.), Hijma (2009)

Hijma et al.  (2009)

Hijma & Cohen (2010) Geology
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~ 8.45 ka: timing of youngest noticeable pulsed meltwater release from N. America
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LAST RAPID DROWNING & ANATOMY OF DELTAS

“All modern deltas in their position because of ever 

decelerating sea level rise since ~8000 yr ago”

Stanley & Warne (1996) Science
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Hijma (2009), Hijma & Cohen (subm.)

8.25 ka cal BP

Tidal range 1.0 m

RSL: -16 m

8.0 ka cal BP

Response of coast line to fast transgression ( > 1 m century)

4 m in 200 yrs

of which 2 m instant.

∆∆
� apex of a delta

� coastline of a delta

!!
HIGH STAND 

ONLY

Common delta theory, 
i.e. our rules–of–thumb for coast line change, engineering practice, 

river mouth geological wisdom

Is stongly biased to ‘modern deltas’
that have build out in a hardly rising sea for 6000 years or so.

Rapidly drowning river mouths are different beasts
Shows the base of the Rhine delta, 

as show the bases of many deltas.

This is of particular importance in assessments 

of resilience of major semi-natural deltas

under presently accelerated sea level rise
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MIDDLE HOLOCENE  → 500 jr time steps → LATE HOLOCENE

1. Rhine receives more and more fines, 

due to prehistoric deforestation upstream

2. In the apex regions, storage of fines 

raised floodplains and flood levels, 

3. This lead to upstream delta growth, 

and reconfiguration of apex bifurs, 

allowing one new channel to break old 

floodplain bounds ( branch IJ ).

4. The channel network reconfiguration 

affected flood heights in central delta, as 

well as sedimentation (peat caps with clay) 

Progradation into lagoon downstream

5. Bronze Age and Roman time 

human-induced sedimentary dynamics 

paved the path for Medieval reclamation

IJ

Erkens & Cohen (2009)

Stouthamer, Cohen, Gouw (SEPM in press.)

Peat swamp

Peat swamp

Peat swamp
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Erkens & Cohen (2009)

Stouthamer, Cohen, Gouw (SEPM in press.)

Erkens & Cohen (2009)

Stouthamer, Cohen, Gouw (SEPM in press.)
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Sediment supply to deltas
– Apex region: efficient natural delta sediment trap

– Channel re-configuration due to delta apex response

to increased sediment flux from prehistoric agri-erosion

– Foundation of success of Netherlands’ delta reclamation.

– The Rhine delta was unnatural long before the first dike:

Man was a factor of geological importance since ~3000 yr

Sediment space-time budgets and reclaimed-land maintenance: 

Netherlands’ delta = a look in the future for other deltas

Sediment supply to deltas
– Apex region: efficient natural delta sediment trap

– Channel re-configuration due to delta apex response

to increased sediment flux from prehistoric agri-erosion

– Foundation of success of Netherlands’ delta reclamation.

– The Rhine delta was unnatural long before the first dike:

Man was a factor of geological importance since ~3000 yr

Sediment space-time budgets and reclaimed-land maintenance: 

Netherlands’ delta = a look in the future for other deltas

‘Are Deltas Sinking?’ Syvitski et al. 2010 Nature Geosciences – 20th century sediment frustration

CONCLUSION  /  MAIN LESSONS:

1. River mouth under rapid sea level rise

Response in first 100-1000 yrs is not captured in common 

‘delta sedimentary functioning’ models

Coastal zone substrate determines aftermath.

2. Erosion is a problem for hinterland inhabitants, 
but for delta inhabitants has been very profitable

In a natural delta: apex is sedimentation depo-centre

In a rural-urban delta: potential for sediment management.

Holocene Rhine delta evolution: completely documented drawer with example cases
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23 floors down? 30 floors down!23 floors down? 30 floors down!
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